
Please read carefully & ask any questions concerning delivery & material 
 

All Returns Purchased with a credit Card will be refunded by Store Credit or will 

be subject to a 10% restocking fee. 

 

Out of Yard Deliveries 

Curb line Delivery is standard procedure. If requested to deliver past the curb line, Premium Supply, 

Transit and Dumpster, LLC will not be liable for damage to sidewalk, driveways, landscape or property 

above or below ground. 

We may not be able to dump under tree limbs, power lines, etc. 

When requesting delivery, it understood that our drivers may use their discretion and leave at curb line. 

If road is too narrow, driver is uncomfortable backing into a driveway, or deemed unsafe by driver the 

load will be dumped on the street side of curb. 

Maximum onsite unloading time is 5 minutes if driver is forced to wait or delivery takes longer a charge 

of 60$ per hour will be applied for the truck. Purchaser assumes responsibility for product. 

If vehicle is damaged or towing is required due to past curb line delivery, all costs will be paid by 

purchaser. 

-Customer Understands that the time given is within a 2 Hour window (Ex: if ordered for 9AM Expect Between 8 – 10 AM)                 ______ 

-Customer Understands that if a third-party landscape crew is hired they must plan for a  

2-hour window of the delivery arriving, (Example Above) 

Premium Supply, Transit & Dumpster LLC is not responsible for any cost incurred for a delayed delivery                                                    _______ 

 

All Dyed Mulches 

-It is important to allow a 24 – 48-hour cure period without precipitation or irrigation. This will help prolong the 

color; if enough time is not given to cure you may experience washing in the color.  Premium Supply, Transit & 

Dumpster LLC is not responsible for replacing washed mulch. 

- Wood mulches will not break down as quickly as Bark Mulches 

-Use care when spreading mulch. Keep away from stem of plant, sensitive plants and grass. Mulch is very hot when 

it is first installed into the landscape and may burn living plants in the beds. 

-Mulch can Stain Hard Surfaces, be sure to lay a tarp out if you are dumping onto your driveway. 

-All dyed brown mulches will darken over the season. If there is a concern w/ consistency please be on site the 

time of loading 

 
Customer Understands the Above Dyed Mulch Disclaimers                                                                                                                                          ______ 



FOR DIRECT DELIVERIES 

 

When ordering Tri-Axles of Stone, Mulch, Sand, or Soil and you plan on having them back onto your 

concrete or asphalt driveway expect damage. (Break, Chip, Crack) 

Use cautions with Tree Branches, Overhead Powerlines, and all other overhead obstacles. The trucks 

need 14 Ft of Clearance Flat & to fully dump the bed they will need 30 Ft of Clearance. 

Ensure no cars are parked near the dump location, driver will charge for any time beyond the 5 minute 

onsite/unloading time. 

There is a 5-minute unloading/on site time allotted for the driver to wait to dump, after 5 minutes a fee 

of 85$ per hour will be applied for a tri-axle – 65$ per hour for smaller trucks. 

All gravels are quarried and will have a percentage of sand. 

Material may differ than the product viewed in the yard. Premium Supply, Transit & Dumpster LLC will 

not view the material before delivery. You are accepting material with all this in mind. 

If the truck is unable to get to the location, Customer will pay for load to be brought to Premium and 

Delivered in smaller quantities from the yard. Additional Delivery and Material Fees and Costs will 

apply 

 

-There is a 3% convenience fee for credit cards on direct deliveries 

 

I have read and understand the above disclaimers and agree to have my delivery completed 

 

SIGN: _____________________________________________________________________________ 

 

PRINT: _____________________________________________________________________________ 

 

FOR DIRECT DELIVERIES ONLY: Please Sign Below 

 

SIGN: ________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

PRINT: _______________________________________________________________________________ 


